Abstract-This paper aims at improve the poor stability and the fluttering problems on picking apples for picking robot arm, we establish the dynamics model of Picking Robot Arm using Lagrange equation and divide the whole movement space of Picking Robot Arm into stretch area and picking area by analyzing the dynamic model. Making full using of the model, we put forward to the strategy based on the extension energy control and LQR Zone control. Furthermore, we solve the problem on ensuring the picking robot arm's energy increasing for the picking stretch process. The energy stability control study on establishing the robust performance analysis and design in theory lays a foundation for other relevant stability study.
INTRODUCTION
It is necessary to control the contact force applied to picking environment at the contact point, fluttering control is required when using a flexible arm for such a complex picking task.
Furthermore link flexibility may contribute to the instability problem in arm control. Many researchers have investigated the fluttering control of picking arms based on a finite-dimensional approximated model [1] [2] ; this has meant, however, that the findings obtained in these studies are confined to the finite-dimensional approximated model. The dimension of the controller increases along with an increase in the number of modes provided in the controller design model. Furthermore, fluttering, which results from a neglected high-frequency characteristic, makes such systems unstable. For these reasons, it is both desirable and of interest to consider the force control of a flexible arm using the infinite dimensional model. In contrast to investigations based on the finite-dimensional approximated model, there are only a few studies based on the infinite dimensional model.
At present, many control methods such as Variable structure control, Adaptive control, Singular perturbation control et al. has been applied in picking robot arm stability control area. It is difficult to meet the requirements of system control only through a control strategy due to the characteristics of arm length, wide range of motion, multiple joint and multiple degrees of freedom for picking apples [3] . Based on the analysis of characteristics of the joint movement which alike man's gripper, we adopt the different tactics to achieve partition control to make the picking robot arm reach apple picking area stably and pick the ripe apple without fluttering according to the joint torque and rotation angle. It can be provided theoretical reference and technological reference for relevant control problems. In the kinematics of picking robot arm, we also can calculate each joint turning angle by solving motion equations according to the position of picking gripper while it reaching the picking area. So each joint movement is not independent, but connected and coordinated. Actually the picking movement of picking robot arm is controlled respectively by their own joint axis servo, so the picking movement must be decomposed to the velocity, acceleration, force of joint axis, the actuators moment must be broken down into the speed, acceleration, force or moment of joint shaft, and be completed the movement by independent control servo system of each joint. However, the servo control system often is completed in the joint coordinate system. According to the experience of the related majority literature [4] [5] [6] , we usually apply the Cartesian coordinates to indicate the end actuator position, so it is necessary to control motion parameters including velocity, acceleration and force (torque) of the movement decomposition.
(1) Speed control of movement decomposition
In order to ensure picking robot arm joint stable operation in the Cartesian axes, the speed control needs to drive joint motors joint run with the respective real-time velocity at the same time.
During the control of movement decomposition, firstly we gain the expected joint velocity by decomposing the Descartes position, and then implement the stability control of servo. In The relation between equation (1) and equation (2) can be represented as
X(t) f(q)  （3）
The relationship of the joint angle and the Cartesian coordinate can be expressed in equation (3), then derivations equation (3), we can gain ..
( ) ( X(t) J q q t)
 （4）
Where () Jq denotes generalized Jacobi matrix, .
X(t) denotes expectations speed of picking
arms in Cartesian coordinates, .
( q t) denotes the joint speed in joint space.
(1 ,1 )
equation (5) represents the corresponding relations on two kinds of speed, we could should discuss the relation about the freedom degree m and the space movement freedom degree n in order to get the mathematical expression of . ( q t) corresponding to the .
X(t) . If m=n which denotes
the picking robot arm freedom degree and the picking space freedom degree are equal, picking robot arm freedom degree is redundant, and we can solve the inverse matrix of its Jacobi matrix directly
If m<n, which represents that picking robot arm have not the redundant freedom degree, we can solve its generalized inverse matrix
Where, J (q)  denotes generalized inverse matrix equation (7) is the least squares solution of equation (6), if () Jq is a full rank matrix, then there exist following equation
（8）
According to equation (7), the solution of J (q)  can simplify following equation.
Equation (6) and equation (7) represent picking robot arm joint velocity respectively on the condition of redundancy and non-redundancy. We can structure the picking robot arm motion control scheme according to these two equations and decompose the picking robot arm movement into the joint movement. So the control method is referred to speed control of movement decomposition.
(2) Acceleration control of movement decomposition
The acceleration control of movement decomposition is the extensiveness of the speed control.
Its method is that we can decompose the acceleration in the Cartesian coordinates into the corresponding joint acceleration, then we can solve the control moment which apply to the joint motor according to the corresponding system dynamics model. By solving the derivative of equation (6), we can gain the picking robot arm acceleration ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) X t J t q t Jq t  （10） Equation (10) represents the corresponding acceleration relations in the Cartesian coordinates and the joint coordinate system, namely the decomposition control of the desired acceleration in the Cartesian coordinates. The target of acceleration control is virtually to make the precision error between the trajectory and the desired position evaluation converge to zero, now assuming that
（11）
Where, e denotes the precision error between the actual position and the desired evaluation position, d X denotes the desired position vector , X denotes the actual position vector. In order to make the desired evaluation converge to zero, the following relations must be satisfied 1 2 0 e k e k e   
（12）
Where k 1 ,k 2 denote the ratio coefficient. The value of the ratio coefficient should make the characteristic root of the real part be negative. Substituting the equation (10) and equation (11) into the equation (12), we can gain
The equation (13) is the theoretical basis on acceleration control of movement decomposition for closed-loop picking robot arm control. If the path of the picking robot arm in the Cartesian coordinates is planned in advanced, the desired position, speed and acceleration of the end actuator in this coordinate system are known. Then we can calculate the acceleration in the joint coordinate system. Making full using of the speed and acceleration of picking robot arm joint and its dynamic equation, we can calculate the force or torque belonged to picking robot arm join.
According to dynamic principle [4] [5] [6] [7] , we can gain the picking robot arm dynamic equation 
Equation (17) represent the calculation method of the force and moment in the control process of picking robot arm.
II. PICKING ROBOT ARM DYNAMICS MODEL EQUATION
There are some methods of Studying of picking robot arm dynamics such as Lagrange method, Newton-Euler method, Gauss method, Roberon-Wittenburg method and Kane method and so on [8, 9] , all of these methods are benefit to the control of picking robot arm. Lagrange equation is suitable for the mathematical modeling and simulation of dynamics and kinematics analysis, because of its mechanical dynamic characteristics owns the characteristics of multi-movement and multi-freedom degree, it is especially applied in the robot motion mechanics based on the multi-body dynamics. So we research the picking robot arm dynamics by using Lagrange equation.
(1) Lagrange equation of picking robot arm
Research literature [9] [10] represented that the dynamic equation based on Lagrange theory is applied to the study of arm dynamic model, its derivation process is simple, and it can clearly represent the coupling characteristic of arms, and can also directly represent the system control input function. Therefore we can establish the dynamics equation by using the recursive Lagrange equation in the form of homogeneous coordinates. For any mechanical system, the Lagrange method establishing the dynamics equation based on the system of kinetic energy and potential energy, and this method can avoid mechanism motion analysis. Using the difference between the total kinetic energy k E and potential energy P E , we can establish the system Lagrange function L and its concise dynamic equation [11] [12] 
Where 1) The kinetic energy of the system In Cartesian coordinate, 1  is the elbow torque, 2  is the wrist joint torque, 1 p , 2 p , 3 p is respectively, the distance between the upper arm, forearm and the picking gripper to the centre of the joints. The definition of the rest of the parameters is shown in Table 1 . So the centroid coordinates of the upper arm 1 k is described as
The speed square of the upper arm 1
The centroid coordinates of the forearm 2 k is described as
The speed's square of the forearm 2
The centroid coordinates of the mass center of picking gripper 3 k is described as 2  1  1  2  2  3  3   3  1  1  2  2  3  3 in sin sin cos cos cos
The speed's square of the mass center of picking gripper 3 k is     
2) Solving the system's kinetic energy 
(1 cos ) (1 cos ) (1 cos ) (1 cos )
(1 cos ) (1 cos ) 
5) Solving the System dynamics equation
We can calculate the torque represent joint and the dynamics equation of the control system for picking robot arm by the equation (20) .
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Equation (28) D represents the coupling inertia moment that the Coriolis force corresponding to wrist joint.
4) Containing 1
 , 2  , 3  are joint torques caused by the force of gravity, in the equations, the 1 D represents the heavy torque that the quality of the upper arm and forearm corresponding to shoulder joint, the 2 D represents the heavy torque that the quality of the forearm corresponding to shoulder joint, the 3 D represents the heavy torque that the quality of the picking grippers corresponding to elbow joint.
By the above method, the dynamics equation of 3-DOF picking robot arm is relatively complex, it contains a variety of factors affecting the dynamic properties of picking robot arm. Due to the trivial derivation computation and the complex dynamics equation, it is not conducive to realtime control on the picking robot arm for multiple freedom degrees. Learned 
Where () Assuming that 1 x represent the center of mass velocity of the upper arm, 2 x represent the mass center velocity of the forearm, 3 x represent the mass center velocity of the picking gripper, 4 x represent the mass center acceleration of the upper arm, 5 x represent the mass center acceleration of the forearm, 6 x represent the mass center acceleration of the picking gripper. So the forearm centroid angular acceleration is 52 xu  and the upper arm centroid angular acceleration is 41 xu  . After deducting the state vector space model and plugging the data, we can obtain the state space equation by solving simplify, we obtain the output equation of system The equation (43) represent that picking robot arm is a typical nonlinear multivariable system with multiple input ( 1 2 3 ,, x x x )and multiple output ( 12 , uu) ,the system own a strong coupling between the variables and this coupling effect changes constantly with the movement of picking robot arm.
III. DYNAMICS MODELING OF PICKING ROBOT ARM SPACE
The joints are the core component of space manipulator joints and they play an important role in the mechanical arm dynamics. They can not only do plane motion but also can take complex spatial motion in the joint space. The position X of 3 -DOF picking robot arm depends on the three joint variables, and these joint variables are also called 3 d joint vector q. All of these joint vectors q constitute the joint space. Picking robot arm assignments is finished in rectangular coordinate space, namely, so we describe the joint position in the rectangular coordinate space and we call this space as picking space. Kinematics equation () X X q  is mapping form the joint space to picking space, but the kinematics inverse solution come from the mapping in joint space.
In joint space and picking space, dynamics equations have different expression form, there exist the certain corresponding relationship between the representations.
(
1). Dynamic joint space equations
Understanding the dynamic characteristics of the joints accurately and comprehensively is the key to correct analysis and simulation the movement characteristics of picking space, but establishing accurate dynamic model of the joints is the basis on designing, analysis and controlling picking robot arm system. Now we can write equation (28) 2  2  2  1 1  2  2  2  1 2  2  2   2  2  2  2 1 2  2  2  3 3  2  3 3 2  3  1  2  2  3  1  2 3  3  2 1  2  3 
（47）
Equation (44) is the general structure form of the dynamics equation in joint space, which represents the relationship between the joint torque and joint variables, function velocity and acceleration. In view of the picking robot arm own joints form, the () Dq denotes n ×n positive definite symmetric matrices, it is the inertia matrix, the ( , ) Hdenotes n ×1 centrifugal force and Coriolis force vector, the () Gq denotes n ×1 gravity vector, it relates to the form q of picking robot arm . 
IV. LQR ZONE CONTROLLER DESIGN OF PICKING ROBOT ARM (1). Design on the picking Zone control
According to the dynamic model equation of apple picking robot arm and the above described controlling strategy, the motion control space can be broken into two corresponding secondary range, the stretching area which the main movement space including approaching the mature apple position, the picking areas which main the movement space including picking mature apple position. Because the stretching mechanism in the large range of motion in preparation for fetching mature apple alike mankind stretching process, that is to say, first driving the upper arm by the rotation shoulder, then driving the forearm by the elbow joint until picking gripper stretching to grab area. In the whole picking action, the potential energy of picking forearm and picking gripper increases gradually, when the picking gripper reach picking district, the shoulder joint and elbow joint can reach into the servo steady state. From the energy increase in stretching process and the picking robot arm control laws, the total energy in the process of movement is
In order to ensure the energy increases in the whole stretching action, the following equation
（52）
By the characteristics of the ant symmetric matrix,
To meet the increasing energy inequality conditions, the control torque of stretching area is
Where sgn （） denotes the symbolic function, i N denote the additional force, 0 i N  , i=2,3. The basic idea of stretching control is that the system energy should be increased in the control process. Actually, we could design controller for the shoulder joint drives and the wrist drives to ensure the additional force decreases with the increase of energy and stretch smoothly to picking area.
b. The LQR control of picking robot arm
In order to deal with the control system simply, the system equation will be discretized. The common discretization methods including Euler method, linear differential complement, zerovalet maintain, zero pole assignment and double linear differential complement [16] [17] [18] . As a
, T denotes the sampling period of discretization, k=0,1,2,….,n. The Linear Quadratic Regulator called LQR controller should judge whether if the system is controlled firstly. Generally, we judge the controllability using the system
H］is full rank or not. If the controllability matrix is a full rank, the system can be controlled, otherwise the system can be not controlled. By calculating we know that Mc rank is 6, means the full rank matrix, it represents that the picking robot arm system is controllable. In this system, we can achieve stability using configuring system poles through state feedback variables（ 1 We can obtain the state feedback variables by the servo motor encoder, the encoder used for measuring the angle and its own difference. According to the literature experience [19] [20] 
According to the parameter optimal problem [20] [21] ' + '
The P in the equation (60) is the Hermitical positive definite and symmetric matrix. So
Comparing on both side of equation ( 61) and known that equation is established for any x, so
According to the Lyapunov second order method [22] , 
We need to calculate the minimum of J to K, namely the minimum of
to K, for the result of this equation is not negative, it can search the minimum when it is zero, namely, it can gain the minimum when the equation
is found. so
equation (66) give the best matrix K, so when the performance of the quadratic optimal control problem is defined by equation (57), the optimal control law is linear and we can obtain it from
. The equation (66) 
（67）
The equation (67) (49) and (50),we can obtain the positions of picking robot arm joints, then set the displacement drive of joint using a STEUP function and set 5s simulation time and 50 simulation steps and writing Matlab program to observe the movement simulation for picking robot arm ,we can gain the relation curves of kinematics mathematical model shown in figure 3, figure 4 , figure 5 to the simulation. command is applicable to calculate the optimal feedback gain matrix K, and produce performance metrics and make it to tiny feedback control law on the condition of constraint equation
x Ax Bu . In order to meet the requirements of stability control，the corresponding weight coefficient of the controlled variables and the weight values matrix is generally larger, and only when the weight values matrix is generally larger, the system can quickly achieve a stable state to suppress the fluttering. The value of the matrix Q in a certain range is larger, the time to regulate the system is shorter, but it is not too large, while enlarge to a certain extent it can lead to larger fluttering and be not conducive to stable. Because the angular velocity of joint has bigger influence on the control system, the value of the matrix Q and R is the following The picking application is based on a simple pick operation using the setup described in Figure 6 . This is a simplification of a real environment to show the profits of the LQR zone control architecture. As can be seen in Figure 6 , there are 3 joint positions err to pick the apple: 2mm, 0.3mm, 0.15mm. It is possible to pick more than one apple in the scene. However, to simplify the movement, the system has been validated with only one apple. Each movement position is marked. The picking movements consist of changing the position of the object picked on the scene to another position. The picking robot arm starts in 0°. Three different joints velocities are designed ( Figure. 4) . Regarding the picking movement, the average uncertainty is in both cases around 15% or so. This means that the error decreases from the one obtained in the picking training. These success rates are similar or greater to the ones obtained in with a shared control of a mobile crane, however, in the future, this uncertainty should be reduced by improving the picking performance. Picking movement will be used to improve the control of the robot arm in grasping tasks where daily objects with different heights are used. The use of three arms joints can be implemented to obtain a larger range of daily objects that can be picked. Also, the use of visual picking strategies could assist the recognition of the different apples. In this sense, it is planned to perform picking operation in order to create more useful applications for them and obtaining a real feedback of their special needs. Figure 4 and Figure 5 represents that the joint velocity and acceleration are driven by disturbances from step function, this picking action can change relatively smooth in the process of picking robot arm movement, but the joint velocity and acceleration appear to sudden change nearby the 2s and 3s. In order to reduce the instability in the process of the picking robot arm movement, we should correct the centrifugal force, the Coriolis force vector and gravity vector to reduce driving joints in turn and to enhance the overall operation stability. Figure 3 represents that joint force and picking force curve can change without mutation in the case of external environment. It also represents that picking robot arm can move smoothly and have no vibration in the process of picking movement. By comparing picking robot arm joint force curve, we can gain the shoulder joint torque is the largest, so on the beginning of picking robot arm , the longest shoulder joint is, the biggest force providing. Elbow and wrist joints are the second. Simulation results represent the correctness to the kinematics equation in picking space. After correcting the centrifugal force, Coriolis force vector and gravity vector, we can gain the result from the unit step response curve of the picking area shown as Figure 6 , the most vibration quantity of upper arm is about 4.6 mm, the fitting time for forearm is less than 2s, As for the end actuator picking grippers, the vibration quantity is the minimum through the same direction vibration as the forearm approximately, it can tend to be stable in about 1.5s, Three joints eliminated vibration in the picking space and reached the basic stability state in 2s or so with the smaller vibration quantity less than 4.6 mm.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper is dedicated to solve the poor stability of picking robot arm in picking apples and reduce the fluttering problems. A novel robust LQR zone control algorithm featuring finite-time parameter estimation for humanoid robot arm is presented. The picking feature introduced both in the picking and estimation scheme provides two-fold benefits. One is to provide significant levels of robustness against bounded disturbance both within the picking error and estimation error. The second benefit is that finite-time convergence in the parameter estimation error can be guaranteed given sufficient instability condition in the picking movement. According to the design of energy zone controller based on LQR and the simulation, the upper arm, forearm and picking grippers can reach the stability state in the interval of 2s or so, when there exit input disturbance. The overshoot amount is the relatively small and the system has the strong robust stability and level off quickly. Moreover, we establish the analysis and research on the robust performance by the LQR algorithm energy zone strategy to ensure the reliability of the control strategy.
